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● Human level language understanding is becoming available at scale

● Expert and executive decisions are based on knowledge 

● Our capacity to discover and digest information is inherently limited

→ Better decisions through cognitive augmentation

Large Language Models will augment 
human cognition for making decisions.

Zeta Alpha



Knowledge discovery

Digesting, connecting, modeling



Experts in AI and Data Science
Problem:

● explosion of pre-print literature
● unknown unknowns 
● connected research areas

Solution:

● personalized research assistants 
● neural semantic search / recommend
● combine discovery and organization

Zeta Alpha



Zeta Alpha discovery platform
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1. Discover content and people 
using neural search, find similar, 
visualization, trending on social 
media, and code popularity.

2. Organize your projects in 
personalized collections 
using tags.

4.  Receive timely need to know 
recommendations tailored to 
your interests. 

5. Share and re-use knowledge 
and connect within your team.

AI focused technical content from arXiv, conferences, 
companies, blogs, news, github code, twitter 

3. Read documents, annotate
and take notes. 

+ import private data



Why Neural Search?

● Semantic understanding of data as opposed 
to surface keywords: bridge the lexical gap

● Context and relationships crucial in 
interpreting meaning: handles complex and 
relational queries

● Unstructured data accessible without 
classification and taxonomies, even 
multi-lingual and cross-lingual

● Multi-modal capabilities: potential to combine  
text, audio, images and video
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Neural Search pipeline
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Bi-encoder + ANN search

Cross-encoder 



A well tuned keyword search is hard to beat…
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Neural Search, it’s different…
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AI and Data Science domain - evaluation

We benchmark expert queries in AI domain 
(short phrases, knowledge graph questions, quora questions, 
freq. user queries, and paper titles)

Model P@10 R@10 F1@10 MRR@10
ZA keyword search 0.71 0.17 0.27 0.91
ZA neural search 0.84 0.21 0.34 0.94
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Keywords struggle on complex explorative queries
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Neural Search “gets it”: synonyms + relations
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Contextual knowledge discovery



Contextual knowledge discovery
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Neural Search allows strong 
contextual search with 
text notes:



Many other uses of Neural Search
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Semantic maps



Many other uses of Neural Search
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Recommendations



Many other uses of Neural Search
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Question Answering



Many other uses of Neural Search

18Expert Search



Neural Search
R&D at Zeta Alpha
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1. How to adapt Neural Search
to new domains without supervised 

training data?
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InPars: Data Augmentation for Unsupervised IR
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- Explain + results on BEIR

Ranking models are finetuned on a synthetic dataset built by 
augmenting documents with queries using generative LLMs  like 
GPT-3. Our recipe for unsupervised domain adaptation. 



InPars: Data Augmentation for IR using LLM’s
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With very 
good results 
on the BEIR 
benchmark…



InPars: out of domain data augmentation
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Prompting GPT-3 by analogy

Significant improvement over OpenAI



How Distillation and Size Affect Zero-Shot Retrieval
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In a more recent paper, our 
team has captured SOTA on 
the BEIR benchmark using a 
related approach.



2. How to adapt Neural Search
to new languages without supervised 

training data?
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mMarco: A Multilingual Version of the MS MARCO
Passage Ranking Dataset
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● The MS MARCO dataset is essential 
for training deep learning models for 
Neural Search.

● However, MS MARCO was so far only 
available in English. 

● We have now built mMARCO, a 
multilingual version of MS MARCO for 
13 languages using machine 
translation.



mMarco: A Multilingual Version of the MS MARCO
Passage Ranking Dataset
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● Neural Search trained on 
mMARCO translated data 
consistently outperforms 
BM25 (classical keyword 
search).

● Fine-tuning  on mMarco 
even allows multi-lingual 
LLM’s to be used for 
neural search on unseen 
languages.



mMarco: A Multilingual Version of the MS MARCO
Passage Ranking Dataset
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* Helsinki - Jörg Tiedemann and Santhosh Thottingal. 2020. 
OPUS-MT — Building open translation services for the World. In 
Proc. of  EAMT, Lisbon, Portugal.

mMARCO is available from  
https://github. com/unicamp-dl/mMARCO.git.

*



Summary: 
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1. Large language models open the doors to a new generation of knowledge 
discovery and cognitive augmentation tools that will lead towards cognitive 
augmentation of expert decision making.

2. The general availability of powerful language models for text generation and 
translation allows the flourishing of the European AI industry, by enabling the 
creation of synthetic in-domain training data in all European languages.
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For more information: 
www.zeta-alpha.comGet more information, sign 

up to use the platform:

www.zeta-alpha.com

http://www.zeta-alpha.com
http://www.zeta-alpha.com

